
Coach:  Tom Boyce Date: 03/03/2020 Length: 60 mins Focus: Sprint Freestyle and Starts off the blocks 
 

Level One Two Three 

Warm Up (with Fins) Swim 400 M choice as 75 swim and 25 kick (no 
board) 

Kick 8 X 25 M fast choice; rest 10 sec between 25s 

Swim 400 M choice as 75 swim and 25 kick (no 
board) 

Kick 8 X 25 M fast choice; rest 10 sec between 25s 

Swim 400 M choice as 75 swim and 25 kick (no 
board) 

Kick 8 X 25 M fast choice; rest 10 sec between 25s 

Pre-Set Pull 200 M Freestyle with paddles, buoy, snorkel 

 
 

Pull 200 M Freestyle with paddles, buoy, snorkel 

Swim 6 X 25 M in IM order by 25, rest 15 sec 
between 25s 

Pull 200 M Freestyle with paddles, buoy, snorkel 

Swim 8 X 25 M in IM order by 25, rest 15 sec 
between 25s 

Main Set 
Sprint to catch the 
swimmer in front of you! 

Miss and Outs: 

Swim 20 X 25 M all out sprints with 15 sec rest done as: 

Rank swimmers in lane slowest to fastest. 

Slowest swims first, fastest last.  Leave 5 sec between 
swimmers.  >> Chase the swimmer in front! 

If a faster swimmer touches the feet of the swimmer in 
front, then the slower swimmer rests for TWO 25 M, and 
re-joins the line in their usual place (i.e. 5 seconds ahead 
of the swimmer who touched). 

Continue until at least one swimmer in lane makes it to a 
total of 20 X 25 M swims 

Miss and Outs: 

Swim 20 X 25 M all out sprints with 15 sec rest done as: 

Rank swimmers in lane slowest to fastest. 

Slowest swims first, fastest last.  Leave 5 sec between 
swimmers.  >> Chase the swimmer in front! 

If a faster swimmer touches the feet of the swimmer in 
front, then the slower swimmer rests for TWO 25 M, and 
re-joins the line in their usual place (i.e. 5 seconds ahead 
of the swimmer who touched). 

Continue until at least one swimmer in lane makes it to a 
total of 20 X 25 M swims 

Miss and Outs: 

Swim 20 X 25 M all out sprints with 15 sec rest done as: 

Rank swimmers in lane slowest to fastest. 

Slowest swims first, fastest last.  Leave 5 sec between 
swimmers.  >> Chase the swimmer in front! 

If a faster swimmer touches the feet of the swimmer in 
front, then the slower swimmer rests for TWO 25 M, and 
re-joins the line in their usual place (i.e. 5 seconds ahead 
of the swimmer who touched). 

Continue until at least one swimmer in lane makes it to a 
total of 20  X 25 M swims. 

Active Recovery 

 

Fins ON (if desired): 400 M choice as 75 swim 
and 25 kick (no board) 

Fins ON (if desired): 400 M choice as 75 swim 
and 25 kick (no board) 

Fins ON (if desired): 400 M choice as 75 swim 
and 25 kick (no board) 

Sprint Walk-backs 
from the blocks 

25M sprint from the blocks on starting signal. 
Give individual feedback on starts.  Focus on track 
start with entry into water via as small a hole as 
possible. 

25M sprint from the blocks on starting signal 
Give individual feedback on starts.  Focus on track 
start with entry into water via as small a hole as 
possible. 

25M sprint from the blocks on starting signal. 
Give individual feedback on starts.  Focus on track 
start with entry into water via as small a hole as 
possible. 

Cool Down 200 Choice 200 Choice 200 Choice 

 


